Featured Application: The proposed scissoring-type actuator can successfully degenerate longitudinal vibration into scissoring vibration at an actuator tip with broad output frequencies and higher efficiency for potential medical applications.
Introduction
Piezoelectric ceramic actuators or vibrators, in general, and actuators with hybrid modes, in particular, are being widely utilized in a variety of fields, including ultrasonic motors [1, 2] , wire drawing [3] , mental forming [4] and medical devices [5] [6] [7] , due to their compact size, high power, small weight, fast response time and high precision accuracy [8] [9] [10] . In the past years, several research groups aimed to design different piezoelectric actuators with longitudinal-bending type [11] [12] [13] and longitudinal-torsional type [14, 15] composite vibrations, indicating the widespread demand and utilization of composite actuators. Recently, piezoelectric actuators, with actuating composite The schematic illustration of the proposed scissoring actuator is presented in Figure 1a . The actuator consists of a back mass, a piezoelectric stack, a front mass and a beam with a special end effector on the free tip. The actuator size can be easily miniaturized due to its simple structure. The piezoelectric stack is formed by combining several thin piezoceramic layers, which are polarized in the longitudinal direction and adjacent layers experienced opposite polarization. The horn structure is designed at one side of the front mass to amplify the longitudinal driving vibration. In order to enhance the output of piezoceramic stack, the stack is embedded in a hollow cylinder with a netted pre-stressed structure, which is closed to another side of the front mass. The free beam tip is split into two small beams by a centerline slit at the end effector. Two opposite grooves, with the slanted surface, are cut on the top and bottom surfaces of the small beams, respectively. The schematic illustration of the proposed scissoring actuator is presented in Figure 1a . The actuator consists of a back mass, a piezoelectric stack, a front mass and a beam with a special end effector on the free tip. The actuator size can be easily miniaturized due to its simple structure. The piezoelectric stack is formed by combining several thin piezoceramic layers, which are polarized in the longitudinal direction and adjacent layers experienced opposite polarization. The horn structure is designed at one side of the front mass to amplify the longitudinal driving vibration. In order to enhance the output of piezoceramic stack, the stack is embedded in a hollow cylinder with a netted pre-stressed structure, which is closed to another side of the front mass. The free beam tip is split into two small beams by a centerline slit at the end effector. Two opposite grooves, with the slanted surface, are cut on the top and bottom surfaces of the small beams, respectively. Furthermore, the working mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1b . When the driving voltage is applied on the piezoceramic stack, the ceramic layers expand in the axial direction of the actuator, resulting in longitudinal vibrations in the front mass. Moreover, the vibrations are amplified by the horn structure. The longitudinal vibration wave propagates to the beam and reaches the grooves. Moreover, a part of the longitudinal elastic wave passes through groove structure and reaches to the beam tip due to solid connection. However, a major portion of the longitudinal elastic wave impinges on the slanted surfaces of the grooves and induces wave reflection. In addition, the direction of longitudinal vibration changed from longitudinal to the vertical direction. Thus, the wave distribution in vertical direction generates a bending moment on the small beam tip. Furthermore, the bending directions of both beam tips should be in the opposite direction because both slanted surfaces lie on the opposite sides of the grooves, leading to a scissoring vibration of the beam tip. It has been reported that the deflection on the small beam tip causes bending vibrations on other parts of the beam, which is highly undesirable in the proposed design. However, theoretically, the bending moments on both beam tips should counteract each other due to their opposite direction and the beam should be maintained in the horizontal direction without bending vibrations. Hence, the longitudinal vibrations from the power source are successfully converted into scissoring-type vibrations at the distal tip of the actuator. As we know, in most cases the bigger output amplitude and higher resonance frequency can be expected by the actuator, the more efficient cutting or stirring function would be obtained. With this new structure, both the output frequency and amplitude based on the surgery requirements can be easily modified by adjusting the input voltage and structure parameters including the length, width, thickness, groove length and so on. It should be noted that the angle of the slanted surface of the groove has a significant influence on the reflection of the Furthermore, the working mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1b . When the driving voltage is applied on the piezoceramic stack, the ceramic layers expand in the axial direction of the actuator, resulting in longitudinal vibrations in the front mass. Moreover, the vibrations are amplified by the horn structure. The longitudinal vibration wave propagates to the beam and reaches the grooves. Moreover, a part of the longitudinal elastic wave passes through groove structure and reaches to the beam tip due to solid connection. However, a major portion of the longitudinal elastic wave impinges on the slanted surfaces of the grooves and induces wave reflection. In addition, the direction of longitudinal vibration changed from longitudinal to the vertical direction. Thus, the wave distribution in vertical direction generates a bending moment on the small beam tip. Furthermore, the bending directions of both beam tips should be in the opposite direction because both slanted surfaces lie on the opposite sides of the grooves, leading to a scissoring vibration of the beam tip. It has been reported that the deflection on the small beam tip causes bending vibrations on other parts of the beam, which is highly undesirable in the proposed design. However, theoretically, the bending moments on both beam tips should counteract each other due to their opposite direction and the beam should be maintained in the horizontal direction without bending vibrations. Hence, the longitudinal vibrations from the power source are successfully converted into scissoring-type vibrations at the distal tip of the actuator. As we know, in most cases the bigger output amplitude and higher resonance frequency can be expected by the actuator, the more efficient cutting or stirring function would be obtained. With this new structure, both the output frequency and amplitude based on the surgery requirements can be easily modified by adjusting the input voltage and structure parameters including the length, width, thickness, groove length and so on. It should be noted that the angle of the slanted surface of the groove has a significant influence on the reflection of the vibration wave and the bending rigidity of the groove. An optimal groove angle is required to achieve high conversion efficiency, however, the detailed description of the influence of groove angle is beyond the scope of the current study.
As shown in Figure 1a ,b, a grooved structure is positioned as a vibration converter between the beam and distal tip, where the driving longitudinal vibration from the power source can degenerate into two opposite bending vibrations at the distal tip. Hence, the beam can be divided into two parts, i.e., the longitudinal vibration bar and bending beam tip, as illustrated in Figure 2 . One should note that the left end of the bar is connected with the horn, which supplies longitudinal elastic force, and the left clamped boundary of the bar can be described as a spring (k s ). Simultaneously, the beam tip can be replaced by a mass (m a ), connected at the right end of the bar, because the beam tip has no distinct longitudinal vibration. In bending beam tip, the groove can be replaced by a simple beam because the bending deflection focuses on relatively thin grooves and the left end of the beam can be connected to a torsional spring (k t ) to simulate the bending movement. Similarly, the beam tip, except the groove, can be replaced by another mass (m b ). Therefore, only one beam tip is modeled due to the symmetrical structure at the end effector. During vibrations, the longitudinal vibration force, transmitted through the bar, is converted into bending torque at the beam tip, altering the vibration mode from longitudinal mode to scissoring mode. Hence, the vibration conversion principle can be clearly described by the simplified model. beyond the scope of the current study.
As shown in Figure 1a and b, a grooved structure is positioned as a vibration converter between the beam and distal tip, where the driving longitudinal vibration from the power source can degenerate into two opposite bending vibrations at the distal tip. Hence, the beam can be divided into two parts, i.e., the longitudinal vibration bar and bending beam tip, as illustrated in Figure 2 . One should note that the left end of the bar is connected with the horn, which supplies longitudinal elastic force, and the left clamped boundary of the bar can be described as a spring (ks). Simultaneously, the beam tip can be replaced by a mass (ma), connected at the right end of the bar, because the beam tip has no distinct longitudinal vibration. In bending beam tip, the groove can be replaced by a simple beam because the bending deflection focuses on relatively thin grooves and the left end of the beam can be connected to a torsional spring (kt) to simulate the bending movement. Similarly, the beam tip, except the groove, can be replaced by another mass (mb). Therefore, only one beam tip is modeled due to the symmetrical structure at the end effector. During vibrations, the longitudinal vibration force, transmitted through the bar, is converted into bending torque at the beam tip, altering the vibration mode from longitudinal mode to scissoring mode. Hence, the vibration conversion principle can be clearly described by the simplified model. Presumably, the deformation of the bar and beam tip occurs only in the x-y plane. Therefore, the motion equations of the system, including longitudinal vibration of the bar and bending vibration of beam tip, can be expressed as:
where A1 and A2 refer to the cross-sectional area of the bar and converter, respectively, ρ denotes the density, E represents Young's modulus, u denotes the longitudinal vibration displacement of the bar, y refers to the vertical displacement of the beam tip, δ corresponds to the Dirac coefficient, F1 represents the input driving force at x = 0, Mp denotes the input torque at the torsional spring, θ refers to the rotational angle of the torsional spring and I2 denotes the moment of inertia of beam tip. Moreover, l = l1 + l2, where l1 and l2 represent the length of the bar and beam tip, respectively. ca and cb refer to the damping coefficient of the bar and converter, respectively. Presumably, the deformation of the bar and beam tip occurs only in the x-y plane. Therefore, the motion equations of the system, including longitudinal vibration of the bar and bending vibration of beam tip, can be expressed as:
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where A 1 and A 2 refer to the cross-sectional area of the bar and converter, respectively, ρ denotes the density, E represents Young's modulus, u denotes the longitudinal vibration displacement of the bar, y refers to the vertical displacement of the beam tip, δ corresponds to the Dirac coefficient, F 1 represents the input driving force at x = 0, M p denotes the input torque at the torsional spring, θ refers to the rotational angle of the torsional spring and I 2 denotes the moment of inertia of beam tip. Moreover, l = l 1 + l 2 , where l 1 and l 2 represent the length of the bar and beam tip, respectively. c a and c b refer to the damping coefficient of the bar and converter, respectively.
Finite Element Modeling
Eigen Frequency Analysis
In order to verify the design effectiveness and advantages of the proposed actuator, finite element modeling (FEM) is carried out by using COMSOL Multiphysics software. To conveniently analyze the proposed design, two models with different lengths of beam tip are established for Eigen frequency analysis, harmonic analysis and transient analysis under the same input conditions. In FEM, the length, width and thickness of the back mass was 14 mm, 4.5 mm and 4.5 mm, respectively. The diameter of the front mass and circular holes of the netted structure was 8 mm and 1 mm, respectively. The length of the cylinder, horn and beam was 26 mm, 12 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The actuator is made of stainless steel (SUS304) material. Furthermore, two models with arbitrary beam tip length of 7 and 9 mm are established for Eigen frequency analysis. The beam parameters and material constants are summarized in Table 1 . In the simulation models, the piezoceramic stack is comprised of ceramics slices of lead zirconate titanate, simplifying as an integrated structure. The left end of the back mass is clamped as a fixed boundary condition, whereas other boundaries remained free. Figure 3 shows that the scissoring modes are successfully excited at the resonance frequency of 3518.8 and 2223.7 Hz with beam tip of 7 and 9 mm, respectively. Obviously, the scissoring bending vibration only concentrates on the beam tip and does not cause any obvious deformation in other parts of the actuator, which coincides with the proposed design. These results indicate that the longitudinal driving vibration can be efficiently transferred and converted into bending vibration at the beam tip, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed design. Moreover, even with the arbitrary lengths of beam tips, both models successfully excited the scissoring mode, which indicates that the desired scissoring vibration mode can be easily obtained by the proposed design. These results also indicate that the proposed actuator can be miniaturized or increased for some practical minimal invasive surgeries based on their exact demands because the scissoring mode is independent of beam length. One should note that the output frequency of actuator can be tuned by adjusting the structure parameters, which demonstrates the potential of proposed actuator in medical applications, requiring various output frequencies. Furthermore, the scissoring-type vibration with double opposite vibrations obviously has the potential to provide more efficient cutting and stirring function compared with the normal phaco needle [5, 6] , scalpel [17] , and micro-stirrer for crushing blood clot [18] with single vibration. Overall, the FEM results confirmed the effectiveness of proposed design.
Harmonic Analysis
Owing to the variable boundary conditions and working environments, the real scissoring vibration mode is vulnerable to excitation under resonant frequencies. Therefore, harmonic analysis is performed to further confirm the effective excitation of the vibration mode. An excitation voltage of 50 V is applied to the piezoelectric stack, with a sweeping frequency around the corresponding resonant frequency, under scissoring mode. The range of sweep frequency was set from 3480-3560 Hz and 2190-2260 Hz for an actuator with a beam tip length of 7 and 9 mm, respectively. Since the effective operation mode is the bending vibration at the beam tip, the displacement amplitude of the beam tip (point A) in the transverse direction is measured and compared with the amplitude at the beam point before the groove structure (point B). During the harmonic simulations, the left end of the back mass is clamped as a fixed boundary condition.
The measured displacement amplitudes of an actuator with the beam tip of 7 and 9 mm are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Figure 4 shows that, at the resonance frequency of 3518.8 Hz, the transverse amplitude of beam tip (Point A) is 3.060 µm, whereas a negligible amplitude of 0.0632 µm is observed at the beam point (Point B). respectively. It should be noted that both models exhibit large transverse amplitude at the beam tip (Point A) and a negligible transverse amplitude at the beam point (Point B). Obviously, the bending vibration concentrates on the beam tip and the deflection on other part of beam is restricted successfully. Therefore, based on the harmonic analysis, the proposed design exhibited excellent performance for scissoring mode excitation.
Transient Analysis
Furthermore, transient analysis is performed on both models by applying a sinusoidal voltage with an amplitude of 50 V and a resonant frequency of 3518.8 and 2223.7 Hz, respectively. The transient analysis is conducted to evaluate the motion trajectory of the beam tip which is difficult to test in real experiment, and the motion trajectory of both beam tips is recorded and plotted in the x-y plane, as shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
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Furthermore, transient analysis is performed on both models by applying a sinusoidal voltage with an amplitude of 50 V and a resonant frequency of 3518.8 and 2223.7 Hz, respectively. The transient analysis is conducted to evaluate the motion trajectory of the beam tip which is difficult to test in real experiment, and the motion trajectory of both beam tips is recorded and plotted in the xy plane, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . vibration at the distal tip of the actuator. As the excitation time passes, the vibration gradually stabilized and the vibration trajectories of both beam tips became symmetrical oblique elliptical vibration. Hence, the composite output vibration exhibits promise for cutting and removing tissues during medical surgeries. Furthermore, the elliptical vibration is the most effective vibration motion for emulsifying cataract and the double scissoring vibration is expected to render higher cutting efficiency than the single vibration such as ultrasonic scalpels. Therefore, the proposed actuator design effectively and efficiently supplies composite scissoring vibration. 
Experimental Analysis and Discussion
Considering that the real circumstances involve complicated boundary conditions and both machining and assembly errors influence the excitation of scissoring mode, a prototype of the scissoring actuator, with a beam tip of 7 mm, is manufactured to further verify the performance of the proposed design (Figure 8 ). Owing to the small size of the actuator, the stress concentration occurs and causes deformation during manufacturing. Therefore, fast laser cutting technology is employed to manufacture the complex geometry of the actuator, including the small grooves at the beam tip and the circular holes on the pre-stress structure. A powerful piezoceramic stack (NEC AE0203D08F), with a size of 10 × 3.5 × 4.5 mm, is selected as a power source of the actuator. The stack is polarized along the longitudinal direction of the actuator and the performance parameters are listed in Table 2 . The bending amplitude of 7 and 9 mm beam tips was found to be about 2.6 and 2.3 µm, respectively. However, the trajectory of each beam tip is not axisymmetric relative to the x-axis (y = 0) because the groove is introduced on one surface of the beam tip, which indices asymmetry. It should be noted that the longitudinal vibration displacement at the beam tip is introduced by two components, i.e., (1) the longitudinal elastic force passing through the groove structure and (2) the displacement due to the stretching of bending movement. It has been observed that the vibrations of both beam tips are in the opposite direction at the same time, resulting in a composite scissoring vibration at the distal tip of the actuator. As the excitation time passes, the vibration gradually stabilized and the vibration trajectories of both beam tips became symmetrical oblique elliptical vibration. Hence, the composite output vibration exhibits promise for cutting and removing tissues during medical surgeries. Furthermore, the elliptical vibration is the most effective vibration motion for emulsifying cataract and the double scissoring vibration is expected to render higher cutting efficiency than the single vibration such as ultrasonic scalpels. Therefore, the proposed actuator design effectively and efficiently supplies composite scissoring vibration.
Considering that the real circumstances involve complicated boundary conditions and both machining and assembly errors influence the excitation of scissoring mode, a prototype of the scissoring actuator, with a beam tip of 7 mm, is manufactured to further verify the performance of the proposed design (Figure 8 ). Owing to the small size of the actuator, the stress concentration occurs and causes deformation during manufacturing. Therefore, fast laser cutting technology is employed to manufacture the complex geometry of the actuator, including the small grooves at the beam tip and the circular holes on the pre-stress structure. A powerful piezoceramic stack (NEC AE0203D08F), with a size of 10 × 3.5 × 4.5 mm, is selected as a power source of the actuator. The stack is polarized along the longitudinal direction of the actuator and the performance parameters are listed in Table 2 . The back mass and beam are tightly clamped with the front mass by using metallic glue. The structural parameters and material details are same as the simulation model (Table 1 ). 
Experimental Setup
A laser vibrometer (Polytec PSV-300) was employed to rapidly measure the real vibration mode of the actuator (Figure 9 ). Owing to the small beam thickness (0.5 mm), the scanning network could not be drawn on the cross-section of the beam tip for the longitudinal vibrations. Therefore, a laser scanning network, with 104 nodes, was drawn on the vertical surface of the actuator beam to measure the transverse vibrations.
Then, a sweep voltage of 5 V was applied to the piezoelectric stack by a high-speed power amplifier (NF 4010) to drive the actuator. The sweep frequency ranged from 2750 to 6000 Hz. The back mass was fixed by a fixture and the vertical surface of the beam faced the scanning head, as shown in Figure 9 . The remaining boundaries were set as free. 
Results and Discussion
Two mode shapes, i.e., mode 1 (3558.9 Hz) and mode 2 (4507.8 Hz), around the scissoring mode have been measured and illustrated in Figure 10 . Figure 10a shows that the opposite transverse deformation is concentrated on two side beams of the beam tip, whereas the other part of the beam remained at the horizontal position without significant deflection along the actuator. However, the beam part in Figure 10a has a small deflection compared with the FEM simulation results in Figure  3 . That is because the boundary conditions in FEM simulation are prefect, however, the boundary Then, a sweep voltage of 5 V was applied to the piezoelectric stack by a high-speed power amplifier (NF 4010) to drive the actuator. The sweep frequency ranged from 2750 to 6000 Hz. The back mass was fixed by a fixture and the vertical surface of the beam faced the scanning head, as shown in Figure 9 . The remaining boundaries were set as free.
Two mode shapes (Supplementary Materials), i.e., mode 1 (3558.9 Hz) and mode 2 (4507.8 Hz), around the scissoring mode have been measured and illustrated in Figure 10 . Figure 10a shows that the opposite transverse deformation is concentrated on two side beams of the beam tip, whereas the other part of the beam remained at the horizontal position without significant deflection along the actuator. However, the beam part in Figure 10a has a small deflection compared with the FEM simulation results in Figure 3 . That is because the boundary conditions in FEM simulation are prefect, however, the boundary conditions in the real test system is non-ideal. On the other hand, Figure 10b shows that the big deflection is generated along the whole beam. The imaging vibration mode shape demonstrates that the designed actuator exhibited superior performance in terms of scissoring mode excitation under real conditions.
It has been observed that the measured resonant frequency of the actuator at scissoring mode was 3558.9 Hz, which is close to the simulated resonant frequency (3518.8 Hz). Hence, despite the difference in real boundary conditions due to machining errors and assembly error, the experimental results are consistent with FEM results including the mode shape and resonance frequency, indicating the structural stability of the actuator and the generation of scissoring vibrations.
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Furthermore, the vibration amplitude at the front (point A) and back (point B) sides of the beam tip are recorded to further verify the generation of scissoring vibration. As shown in Figure 11 , the unsmooth curves of the measured amplitude originated from the complicated and non-ideal boundary condition due to machining and assembly errors compared with the FEM simulations. The amplitude at the front tip and end tip, under mode 1 (scissoring mode), was found to be 8.65 × 10 −2 and 3.45 × 10 −3 µm, respectively, whereas the corresponding amplitude values under mode 2 were 2.79 × 10 −2 and 1.45 × 10 −2 µm. It can be readily observed that the actuator can generate relatively larger bending vibration at the front tip under both modes, whereas the deflection of point B under mode 1 is negligible compared with point A. These results further confirm that the longitudinal driving vibration has been effectively converted into scissoring transverse vibration at the beam tip. Therefore, both theoretical and experimental analysis verified the effectiveness of proposed scissoring actuator. Furthermore, the vibration amplitude at the front (point A) and back (point B) sides of the beam tip are recorded to further verify the generation of scissoring vibration. As shown in Figure 11 , the unsmooth curves of the measured amplitude originated from the complicated and non-ideal boundary condition due to machining and assembly errors compared with the FEM simulations. The amplitude at the front tip and end tip, under mode 1 (scissoring mode), was found to be 8.65 × 10 −2 and 3.45 × 10 −3 µm, respectively, whereas the corresponding amplitude values under mode 2 were 2.79 × 10 −2 and 1.45 × 10 −2 µm. It can be readily observed that the actuator can generate relatively larger bending vibration at the front tip under both modes, whereas the deflection of point B under mode 1 is negligible compared with point A. These results further confirm that the longitudinal driving vibration has been effectively converted into scissoring transverse vibration at the beam tip. Therefore, both theoretical and experimental analysis verified the effectiveness of proposed scissoring actuator. Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 13 Figure 11 . The transverse amplitude of the tip points at point A and B.
Conclusions
In summary, we have designed and evaluated a novel scissoring composite actuator to efficiently convert longitudinal vibration into scissoring-type vibration. The detailed mechanism of the longitudinal to transverse conversion of the vibration has been systematically demonstrated by structural analysis and mechanical modeling. Moreover, a variety of finite element modeling (FEM) methods, such as Eigen frequency analysis, harmonic analysis and transient analysis, have been carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed actuator on excitation of scissoring vibration mode. The simulation results revealed that the as-designed actuator could excite stable scissoring vibration mode and supply more efficient symmetrical oblique elliptical vibration at the beam tip. Furthermore, a prototype of the as-designed actuator has been manufactured and experimentally characterized by using a laser vibrometer test. The scanning test revealed that the longitudinal driving vibration could be efficiently converted into scissoring vibration at the distal tip of the actuator in real environment, confirming the superior mode conversion performance. It can be seen that with this new structure, the actuator has the potential to be optimized with different sizes by modifying its structural parameters to meet the demands in practical medical applications, which will probably be studied in the future for specific medical applications. 
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